November 23, 2021

BC Second Quarterly Report: Deficit shrinks before significant flood costs
British Columbia presented on November 22nd its Second Quarterly Report showing an improved financial position
as of September 30th. Before the heavy rain, floods and mudslides unfortunately hitting the Province, the
government projected a $1.7B deficit for FY 2021-22 (0.5% of GDP), merely a third of the First Quarter Report
estimate and a fifth of the April 2021 Budget forecast (chart 1).
Broad based upward revisions to revenue
Similar to other jurisdictions, stronger-than-expected 2020 preliminary income tax assessments for both
households (+$912M in PIT) and corporations (+$214M in CIT) explain a significant part of upward revisions to
revenues. The forecast for real and nominal GDP growth in 2021 is unchanged from the First Quarter Report, at
6.0% and 11.0%, respectively. Nonetheless, stronger-than-expected retail sales and housing market activity yearto-date drove up provincial sales (+$200M) and property transfer (+$665M) taxes. Meanwhile, higher commodity
prices fuel natural gas royalties (+$209M) and revenue from coal, metals, minerals and other mining-related
sources (+$242M). The Second Quarter report incorporates a $50M downward revision to forestry revenue as a
result of the decision to defer harvesting in old-growth forests, offset by higher stumpage rates. Higher investment
income and lower claims and operating costs improve ICBC’s net income by a large $226M. At $11.5B, federal
transfers are mostly unchanged. Overall, BC projects total revenues at $68B in FY 2021-22, 16% above the First
Quarter Report and 10% more than in FY 2020-21.
Minor revisions to expenditures leave total spending at $65.7B, 3% lower than in FY 2020-21. Hence, before
including the $3.5B pandemic and recovery contingencies and the $1.0B forecast allowance, as of the second
quarter, revenues exceed expenditures, which bodes well to return to a sustainable balanced budget in outer
years (chart 2).
Chart 1: BC Budgetary Balance Forecast

Chart 2: BC Fiscal Framework
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Lower debt burden and requirements before the floods
Mostly due to a lower-than-projected deficit for FY 2021-22, the Ministry of Finance revised down the taxpayersupported debt (excluding crown corporations self-supported debt) by $2.5B, to $62.3B (18.2% of GDP). Net debtto-GDP is forecast at 17.2%, among the lowest ratio across the country. It is also worth noting that BC reached
back an accumulated surplus position ($2.5B; net debt including non-financial assets). All in all, the borrowing
program now stands at $11.3B, including short-term financing, with only $3.8B left to be completed by the end of
the fiscal year.
Recent floods deteriorate the near-term outlook
BC households are the most financially vulnerable in the country to adverse climate shocks according to a Bank
of Canada analytical note. The major floods currently affecting southern BC may end up one of the costliest natural
disasters in Canadian history. The economic disruptions caused by the floods will shave between ¼ an ½
percentage point to BC’s 2021 real GDP growth, depending on the strength and rapidity of the recovery. We also
expect a material short-term impact on labour market conditions. As a comparison, the June 2013 Alberta floods,
relatively less severe, reduced the number of total hours worked by 4% over the following weeks. The path for
real GDP growth in 2022 will depend on the rebuilding strategy for infrastructure. Port alternatives on the North
American West Coast prevented what would have been a worse dislocation in merchandise transport. Rail and
port activity could quickly resume over the next few days, but more rain is expected this week.
The largest adverse impact is not on the economic flow captured by GDP but damage and destruction to private
and public assets. The mayor of Abbotsford said the estimated cost to rebuild the city could be $1B. In this context,
the $1B forecast allowance will unambiguously be insufficient to offset the loss of taxation revenue, the financial
compensation for households and businesses and the cost to rebuild critical infrastructures that these floods
entail. Unless a significant part of the $3.5B COVID-19 support fund ends up alleviating the costs related to the
floods, we see an upside risk to BC’s borrowing program in both FY 2021-22 and FY 2022-23. Finally, a key risk
relates to asset repricing. For instance, a recent Stanford University paper showed that single-family homes in
floodplains are generally overvalued.
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